
In this section, we describe our protocol for actively secure OT extension
based on the passive KK13[4] protocol. In fact, the OT Extension protocol of
KK13 [4] already provides security against a malicious Sender. Thus to deal
with malicious Receiver, we need to ensure that Receiver inputs consistent
values. In this protocol, we add a consistency check to the existing protocol of
KK13 [4] to make it secure in the malicious setting. In most of the previous
works, this check is added before the ”extension” phase. In our construction,
we check the correlation for consistency after the extension step, precisely
after the execution of base OTs, actually checking the extended OTs.
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Oblivious transfer (OT) is one of the most important building blocks in secure
computation. Informally it is a two-party protocol between a sender and a
receiver, where the sender holds a pair of strings and the receiver holds a
selection bit. At the end of the protocol the receiver should learn just the
selected string, and the sender should not gain any new information.
Moreover, it is required that the above properties hold even if the sender or
the receiver maliciously deviate from the protocol. By malicious, we mean
that the party can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol. OT extension refers to
the process of starting with a small number of base OTs, create many OTs at
the expense of symmetric primitives. In this work, we present an OT
extension protocol for the setting of malicious adversaries that is more
efficient and uses less communication than previous works.

Abstract

Introduction

Results

The protocol of KK13[4] provides a O(log(k)) factor improvement over IKNP[3]
in both communication and computation for bit inputs . As you can see from
Table 1, our protocol adds only 5% computation overhead to KK13[4] in the
LAN settings, and achieves active security.

In terms of communication overhead, our protocol is as efficient as the
passive KK13 protocol, adding an overhead of 0.01%, which is negligible. For
the results in the local setting we can observe that our active-secure OT
extension protocol outperforms the ALSZ15[1] protocol for all OTs tested on
and scales better with increasing number of OTs (See Chart 1). ALSZ15[1] has
an overhead of around 220% in comparison with our protocol. In fact our
active secure protocol outperforms the passive IKNP[3] protocol itself,
reducing the overall communication by 62%.

Discussion

In this work, we present an actively secure OT extension protocol with
efficiency very close to the passive OT extension protocol of KK13. Our
protocol outperforms all existing actively secure OT extension protocols in
terms of communication.

For communication and computation costs, the overhead on top of KK13 is
negligible: our protocol requires 2 finite field operations per extended OT,
plus a small communication overhead of O(k) bits in a constant number of
rounds, independent of the number of OTs being performed, which amortizes
away when creating many OTs.

We present implementation results that show our protocol takes no more
than 5% more time than the passively secure KK13[4] extension and thus is
essentially optimal with respect to the passive protocol.

Conclusions

KK13 Our Protocol

Run Time
(In milliseconds)

LAN WAN LAN WAN

3258.53 23218.17 3424.22 25742.42

Communication
(In Bytes)

24005671 24007082

Oblivious Transfer (OT) : OT is a protocol between two parties: a sender and a
receiver, where the sender holds a pair of strings and the receiver holds a
selection bit. At the end of the protocol,
• The receiver should learn just the selected string.
• The sender should not gain any new information.
However, computing a large number of OTs is expensive since all known OTs
are based on public-key primitives and such primitives are expensive.

OT Extension : A primitive that can generate a large number of OTs using a
small number of OTs (henceforth referred as base OTs or seed OTs) and relying
on some extra cheap operations. Surprisingly, Beaver (STOC 1996)[2] showed
that it is possible to obtain poly(n) OTs from n OT calls and using one-way
functions. In addition, the author showed that it is impossible to extend OTs
information theoretically. Another groundbreaking work was proposed by
Ishai et al. [3] to show how to practically extend OTs in the random oracle
model assuming passive adversary. Since then, there have been many other
purposed OT-extension construction based on Ishai et al.’s protocol in various
security models and under various assumptions.

Figure 1. Oblivious Transfer Table 1. Comparison of our protocol (PSS) with KK13.

Chart 1. Performance Evaluation of OT Extension protocols.
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(x0, x1) σ = 0 or 1

xσ

• Bob does not know σ

• Alice does not know x1-σ

Protocol π

yi,1 , … , yi,m zi  =  yi,ri
 H(i, ti)

yi,1 = xi,1  H(i, qi(C1⦿s))
……………………………………….

yi,r  = xi,r  H(i, qi(Cr⦿s))
………………………………………

yi,m= xi,m  H(i, qi(Cm⦿s))

Sender Receiver

qi = ti(Cri
⦿s)

T =

m x k

cr1
cr2
…

crm

S  {0,1}k

t1

t2

…
tm

Base
OT

ti

ti  diqi
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Notations : H - Random Oracle       ci - ith Walsh Hadamard Code     Matrix A : ai - ith row aj - jth column

D =

m x k

Q =

m x k

q1

q2

…
qm

Consistency Check
• Sender and Receiver together generates randomness for the checks.

• Receiver performs a linear combination of the rows of T and D matrices using the 
randomness generated and sends the result to Sender.

• Sender performs the check using properties of Walsh Hadamard Code.

Phase 1 – Base OTs

Phase 2 – Sending Masked Inputs

Algorithm 1. Our Actively Secure Protocol 

Inputsx1,0 , … , x1,n

……………………

xm,0 , … , xm,n

R = (r1 , … , rm)

1 ≤ ri ≤ n


